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Abstract Thermospheric polar warming (TPW) is observed conclusively for the first time at Mars during
the aphelion/Northern Summer season using solar occultation (SO) measurements made by the Extreme
Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) onboard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) orbiter.
Aphelion data from Mars Year (MY) 33–36 are analyzed revealing TPW to be present at dawn but not dusk.
This is consistent with an earlier analysis of accelerometer data from the Mars Global Surveyor that showed
aphelion TPW is also not evident at 15 hr local time. Separating the data into individual MYs reveals TPW is
observed during each year except MY 35. TPW is markedly intensified during MY 34, which is attributed to
enhanced circulation caused by a northern‐hemisphere dust storm coinciding with the observations.
Simulations from the Mars Climate Database predict the large TPW enhancement in MY 34 relative to MY 33
observed by EUVM SO, but predicts approximately 20K less overall TPW for both years than that observed by
EUVM SO.

Plain Language Summary Warming in the winter upper atmosphere has been observed for the first
time in the Southern hemisphere at Mars during aphelion, whenMars is furthest from the Sun, using the Extreme
Ultraviolet Monitor onboard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN orbiter. These observations show the
warming trend is typically found at dawn but is not observed at dusk. This warming is believed to be caused by
large‐scale atmospheric circulation that transports air from the warmer summer hemisphere toward the winter
pole. These observations show that the winter upper atmospheric warming is most pronounced when a dust
storm is active in the summer hemisphere, which can be explained by the dust storm strengthening the
circulation pattern responsible for the warming. These measurements are compared to simulations from an
atmospheric model (called the Mars Climate Database) that show reasonably good agreement.

1. Introduction
Thermospheric Polar Warming (TPW) is an example of a dynamical heating phenomenon occurring at Mars that
can significantly influence its thermospheric temperature. TPWs are a manifestation of global‐scale meridional
transport, similar to the phenomenon of middle atmospheric polar warming (e.g., Medvedev & Hartogh, 2007).
Aside from the higher altitude range, TPW is distinguished from polar warming in the middle atmosphere by its
sensitivity to tidal features unique to the thermosphere. TPW occurs in the winter hemisphere near the solstices.
Qualitatively, it is caused by a global‐scale meridional circulation cell with the ascending leg in the summer
hemisphere dayside and the descending leg on the nightside of the winter hemisphere. This descending leg
adiabatically heats the high‐latitude winter hemisphere. TPW near perihelion was first reported by Bougher
et al. (2006), who, using temperatures derived from accelerometer measurements made by the Mars Odyssey
orbiter, identified a warming trend at 120 km altitude with increasing latitude in the northern winter hemisphere
on the nightside. Bougher et al. (2006) found no evidence of TPW near aphelion from accelerometer measure-
ments made by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) orbiter, but the majority of the data coinciding with aphelion
were measured on the dayside, where TPWmay be less pronounced based on subsequent global circulation model
(GCM) simulations by Gonzalez‐Galindo et al. (2009) that showed TPW heating to be concentrated on the
nightside.
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GCM simulations have shown that TPW depends on dust in the summer hemisphere, plus vertically propagating
tides and gravity waves. Bell et al. (2007) showed that TPW increases with increasing dust in the lower atmo-
sphere of the summer hemisphere and that the main driver of warming is from a meridional circulation cell
originating below 70 km in the summer hemisphere. Simulations show that TPW is present at both solstices, but
the TPW amplitude is less significant and shifted ∼15° equatorward at the solstice near aphelion (solar longitude
(Ls) = 90°) than that near perihelion (Ls = 270°), peaking near 70°S at aphelion and 85°N at perihelion (Bell
et al., 2007; Bougher et al., 2006; Gonzalez‐Galindo et al., 2009). GCM studies have revealed the importance of
tides for TPW: Bell et al. (2007) showed upward propagating tides arising in the lower atmosphere shifted TPW
toward the poles by 10°–20° latitude but had little impact on the TPW amplitude, while Gonzalez‐Galindo
et al. (2009) showed tides generated in situ in the thermosphere were essential for TPW to occur and TPW
effectively ceased without in situ tides. With regard to gravity waves, Medvedev and Yiğit (2012)'s Martian
general circulation simulations showed that gravity wave momentum flux deposition (i.e., “drag”) modulated the
latitudinal warming trend by shifting the minimum temperature from the equator to mid‐latitudes, and effectively
increasing the warming rate with latitude. Medvedev et al. (2013) simulations demonstrated that the dynamical
and thermal effects of GWs together contribute to the enhancement of the middle atmosphere warming as well as
of TPW.

Observations of aphelion TPW have suggested a weak warming trend, but have generally been inconclusive. As
mentioned earlier, Bougher et al. (2006) found no conclusive evidence of TPW in their mostly dayside obser-
vations. However, Bougher et al. (2006) also analyzed a smaller subset of data from the nightside, the majority of
which were measured at latitudes higher than where aphelion TPW is expected based on simulations by Bell
et al. (2007). Lillis et al. (2008) used MGS electron reflectometry measurements to probe atmospheric density at
180 km and local time of 2.0 hr, and found slight density enhancements that could possibly be attributed to TPW
for someMYs but not others. Forget et al. (2009), using nightside stellar occultation measurements during MY 28
from the Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) instrument
onboard the Mars Express orbiter, found a ∼20K warming trend in the mesosphere near 85 km, but this trend
dissipated with altitude, becoming undetectable near 105 km.

2. Data and Methods
This study uses exobase temperatures derived from solar occultation measurements made by the Extreme Ul-
traviolet Monitor (EUVM; Eparvier et al., 2015) onboard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN
(MAVEN; Jakosky et al., 2015) orbiter. Solar occultations inherently measure exactly at sunrise (hereafter, dawn)
and sunset (hereafter, dusk). CO2 densities and temperatures from ∼100 to 200 km are derived from measure-
ments by the EUVM 17–22 nm channel using the method of Thiemann et al. (2018). The observations are
inherently constrained to local times at the solar terminator (i.e., either at dawn or dusk). Exobase temperature is
found by first fitting the measured temperature profile to the Bates (1959) thermospheric temperature equation,

T(z) = Texo{1 − a · e− τφ} (1)

which was originally derived for Earth but applicable to Mars due to similarities in the planets' thermospheric
structure (Bougher & Roble, 1991). Here, T is temperature, z is altitude, Texo is exospheric temperature, φ, is the
geopotential height,

a = 1 −
T(z0)
Texo

(2)

and

τ =
1

Texo − T(z0)
(
dT
dz
)
z=z0

, (3)

where z0 is some reference altitude above the mesopause. The Levenberg‐Marquardt approach (e.g., Press, 2007)
is used to fit these three parameters to the EUVM‐measured temperature profiles. This study takes the exobase
temperature to be the Bates temperature fit value at 180 km, the approximate altitude of the exobase.
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The exobase temperature uncertainty is ∼12% and found from a Monte‐Carlo analysis using 100 randomized
synthetic observations of atmospheres from the Mars Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (M‐GITM;
Bougher et al., 2015), where latitude, longitude and local‐time were randomly selected. Component‐level un-
certain parameters in the instrument measurement equation are randomized in the same manner as done in
Thiemann et al. (2018) for estimating the EUVM SO density measurement uncertainties. The combined solar
occultation measurement and temperature retrieval uncertainty is found by comparing the retrieved, Bates‐fitted
temperatures at 180 km to those from the “ground truth” M‐GITM atmospheres.

The exobase temperature for the entire period analyzed is shown in Figure 1a versus time (bottom axis) and Ls
(top axis). Observations measured at dawn (3,075 observations) and dusk (2,922 observations) are shown with
blue and red asterisks, respectively. The decreasing temperature trend from 2015 through 2,018 is primarily due
to the declining solar activity. The increasing temperature values in 2021 are primarily due to the increasing
solar cycle. The local maxima (minima) near Ls = 251° (Ls = 71°) are from the Mars orbit eccentricity, with
perihelion (aphelion) occurring at that time. Figure 1b shows the corresponding observation latitudes, which
vary as the spacecraft orbit precesses. The maximum latitude is seasonally dependent via the terminator
location.

Figure 1. Time series of exobase temperatures (a) and corresponding observation latitudes (b). Red (blue) asterisk
corresponds with dusk (dawn) observation local time. Mars Years increment at Ls = 0 with Mars Year 33 beginning in 2015.
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The dominant solar EUV‐induced temperature effects are removed from the data to better characterize TPW as
follows: EUV irradiances are first calculated from the MAVEN/EUVM Level 3 spectral irradiance data (Thie-
mann et al., 2017) by integrating values from 0 to 93 nm, wavelengths capable of ionizing CO2. EUV irradiance
effects are then detrended from the Texo data by first finding a linear fit between Texo and the ionizing EUV
irradiance and subtracting the fit from the data. This process is illustrated in Figure 2, where panels a and b show
the linear fits of Texo versus EUV irradiance at dusk and dawn, respectively. EUV irradiance effects are detrended
from the data by subtracting the fit from the data. Figures 2c and 2d show the resulting EUV‐detrended tem-
peratures for 90° of Ls centered at aphelion, 45° < Ls < 135°.

3. Results
TPW at aphelion is evident at dawn in Figure 2d from the marked increase in temperature with southward
latitude at dawn in the southern (winter) hemisphere. The corresponding dusk temperatures in Figure 2c show a
temperature maximum near 35°S, with decreasing temperature toward the poles. In the dusk northern hemi-
sphere, the predominant feature is overall a decreasing temperature trend with increasing latitude, indicative of
adiabatic cooling in the summer hemisphere by the dayside ascending leg of the meridional circulation cell that
causes TPW in the winter hemisphere (Gonzalez‐Galindo et al. (2009)). We speculate this trend is not evident
at dawn because dawn temperatures are less sensitive to dynamical processes occurring at later hours on the
dayside.

Figure 2. Exobase temperature variations versus EUV irradiance and latitude. (a, b) Exobase temperature versus EUV
irradiance at dusk and dawn, respectively. (c, d) Exobase temperature with EUV variability removed versus latitude for
45° < Ls < 135° at dusk and dawn, respectively (north is positive).
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Figure 3 shows the EUV‐detrended exobase temperatures at aphelion for the southern hemisphere separated ac-
cording toMY. For eachMY, data are filtered for 45°<Ls< 135°. The actualLs range spanned by the available data
for eachMY is listed above each panel. The corresponding number of observations are printed on each panel. Each
MY shown exceptMY 35 shows a clear TPWwarming trend with increasing southward latitude. The sampling for
MY 35 is significantly sparser than the other three years and, in particular, lacks data equatorward of − 35°. For this
reason, it cannot be concluded that no TPWoccurred duringMY35. For the threeMY showing a clear temperature
trend with latitude, linear fits of the data between − 60° and − 30° are overplotted and the slopes of these fits are
reported on the corresponding figure panels. Thewarming trend slopes forMY33 andMY36 are approximately the
same,while thewarming trend slope forMY34 is∼70%higher than the other two years.However, it is important to
note that the MY 34 data span a significantly narrower range of Ls centered near Ls= 90° than MY 33 andMY 36,
and differences in the warming trend may be due to differences in the Ls range sampled.

Figure 3. Detrended exobase temperatures versus latitude for individual MYs with the corresponding MY shown above each
panel along with the Ls values spanned by the data. Linear fits of temperature versus latitude are overplotted in red; see text
for details. No fit was found for MY 35 in (c).
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Since TPW is expected to depend on dust activity in the opposite hemisphere (Bell et al., 2007), dust distribution
maps showing the 9.3 μm absorption column dust optical depth versus latitude and solar longitude normalized to
the 610 Pa pressure level from Montabone et al. (2015, 2020) are shown in Figure 4. The dust distributions are
similar for all four MYwith the notable difference being a marked increase in dust from a regional dust storm near
the north pole around aphelion for MY 34. Given that MY 34 is also the year with the steepest TPW trend, it is
likely this dust storm contributed to the increased TPW for this year based on the theoretical work by Bell
et al. (2007).

The Nadir and Occultation for Mars Discovery (NOMAD) instrument (Vandaele et al., 2018) onboard the Trace
Gas Orbiter (TGO) started solar occultation observations in MY 34 Ls 163°. The NOMAD temperature values
have been retrieved with the same method as described in Trompet et al. (2023) using CO2 lines in the spectral
range of 3,708–3,738 cm− 1, and are used to corroborate the MAVEN/EUVM observations. The data set presented
here contains 1,858 retrieved profiles over the 3,542 occultations made by NOMAD‐SO from MY 34 Ls 163 to
the end of MY 36. Solar EUV irradiance variability is removed from the NOMAD temperatures measured at
150 km using the same process applied to the EUVM data described in Section 2. The combined MY 35–36

Figure 4. Distribution of atmospheric dust versus latitude and solar longitude. Panels show the 9.3 μm absorption column dust
optical depth normalized to the 610 Pa pressure level from Montabone et al. (2015, 2020) for the four MYs shown in
Figure 3.
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aphelion data are shown in Panels a and b of Figure 5 for dusk and dawn, respectively. These data are consistent
with the EUVM observations, showing a warming trend near the poles at dawn and a cooling trend at dusk. Panels
c and d of Figure 5 show aphelion temperatures measured at dawn for MY 35 and 36, respectively. For both MY
35 andMY 36, some of the highest temperatures in the southern hemisphere occur near the poles, but the warming
trend with southward latitude is more distinct in MY 36, consistent with the MAVEN/EUVM observations.

Simulation results from the Mars Climate Database v6.1 (Forget et al., 1999; Madeleine et al., 2011; Millour
et al., 2014) provide insight into the solar occultation observations. Figure 6a uses solid and dashed curves to show
MCD predicted temperature differences relative to the southern hemisphere approximate maximum value
(located at 50°S) at 150 km versus latitude at the EUVM SO observing local‐times (dawn and dusk) for MY 33
and 34 at Ls = 90. The EUV‐detrended EUVM SO measurements at 150 km (with a 5‐sample boxcar smooth
applied) are overplotted relative to their southern hemisphere approximate maximum value (located at 60°S)
using dot‐dashed curves. Figure 6b shows the global temperature structure at 150 km for context with the dawn
and dusk observation locations indicated by blue and red curves, respectively. At dawn, the simulations reproduce
many of the features shown in the EUVM SO data including the steeper temperature gradients for MY 34 relative
to MY 33 and the plateauing of temperatures at high latitudes. Additionally, in the northern hemisphere both the
MCD simulations and EUVM SO data show MY 33 temperatures to be warmer than MY 34 temperatures.

Figure 5. Temperature measurements at 150 km by TGO/NOMAD near aphelion. (a, b) EUV irradiance detrended
temperatures for MY 35–36 at dawn and dusk, respectively. Individual MY temperatures at dawn shown for (c) MY 35 and
(d) MY 36.
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However, there are key differences between the simulations and measurements: (a) At dawn, the simulations
show approximately 20 K less warming in the southern hemisphere from low to high latitudes than are found in
the EUVM SO data; (b) the simulations show >40 K warmer temperatures in the northern hemisphere (relative to
the southern hemisphere maximum) than found in the EUVM SO data; and (c) (at dawn) the simulations show the
temperature plateauing approximately 15° northward of that found in the EUVM SO data. At dusk, the simu-
lations do not reproduce the cooling trend toward the poles found in the EUVM SO data (shown Figure 2c) and
instead show a warming trend toward the poles.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Figures 2c and 2d show that TPW at aphelion is local‐time dependent, with a more significant warming in the
winter hemisphere at dawn and a more significant cooling in the summer hemisphere at dusk. This local‐time
sensitivity explains why Bougher et al. (2006) did not see evidence of TPW with the available aphelion data,
which was predominantly measured near dusk, at a local time of 15.0 hr. This local‐time dependence is not
reproduced by the MCD global temperature maps, which show steeper TPW at dusk than dawn.

Figure 6. MCD simulation results: (a) Temperature difference relative to − 50° Latitude at 150 km for the solar occultation observation locations at dawn and dusk for
MY 33 and 34, Ls= 90. Dawn EUVM SO temperature difference data (5‐sample smoothed) relative to − 60° Latitude at 150 km are overplotted. (b) Global temperature
at 150 km for MY 34. Overplotted blue and red curves correspond with dawn and dusk locations, respectively.
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Dust in the summer hemisphere appears to be an important driver of TPW at aphelion, as predicted by Bell
et al. (2007), given that the regional dust storm duringMY 34 coincided with a∼70% steeper temperature gradient
with latitude than that observed during MY 33 and 36. Dust‐induced changes in the radiative properties of the
atmosphere can significantly modulate the momentum balance and thus the mean flow and circulation. In
addition, small‐scale gravity waves substantially drive the variability and the general circulation of the atmo-
sphere during dust storms (Yiğit, 2023; Yiğit et al., 2021).

Comparison with simulations suggested that the MCD reproduces some of the observed features but not others.
Notably, the MCD was able to reproduce increased TPW for MY 34 relative to MY 33 using MY 34 dust dis-
tributions. This supports the hypothesis that the rare aphelion northern hemisphere dust storm increased TPW in
the opposite hemisphere, and the observed steeper temperature gradients are likely not an artifact due to sampling
differences. The observations showing TPW peaking at higher latitudes than the MCD may indicate the tidal
forcing in the MCD is too weak based on results from Bell et al. (2007) showing the sensitivity of TPW peak
latitude on upward propagating tides. Additionally, the MCD was not able to reproduce the same degree of TPW
as found in the EUVM SO data. This could be due to (a) the meridional circulation is not strong enough in the
MCD at aphelion, (b) the in situ tides are too weak in the MCD, or (c) atmospheric wave effects, which drive the
horizontal circulation and adiabatic heating/cooling, are not realistically captured in the model.

We have analyzed for the first time the local time variations of the thermospheric polar warming during aphelion
using solar occultation (SO) measurements made by the Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) onboard the Mars
Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft. The main inferences of our study are as follows:

1. The TGO/NOMAD measurements corroborate those by MAVEN/EUVM by also showing TPW at dawn.
2. MY 34 showed significantly more (∼20 K) aphelion TPW than the other three MY analyzed. This increase is

attributed to an uncommon northern hemisphere aphelion dust storm that strengthened the meridional cir-
culation responsible for TPW.

3. TheMCD generally reproduces the observed aphelion TPW at dawn. Notable model‐measurement differences
that may lead to further insight with additional study are the lack of the MCD to reproduce the (a) the same
degree of TPW (observations show ∼40 K more warming), (b) the plateauing of TPW at dawn near 60°S, and
(c) the relatively high temperatures at the mid to high latitude northern hemisphere at both dawn and dusk.

Data Availability Statement
MAVENEUVMdata are publicly available at theNASAPlanetaryData System available at Eparvier et al. (2023).
TGO NOMAD data are located at the ESA Planetary Science Archive available at Vandaele et al. (2023). MCD
v6.1 simulations outputs were retrieved using theWeb Interface available atMillour et al. (2023). Themulti‐annual
gridded dust map product used in this study is publicly available at Montabone et al. (2023).
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